
 
 

Picture Impressions  
from the  

20 Years Anniversary  
Working Group Bipolar 2007 

at  
Infineon Technologies, Munich, 

Oct. 18 + 19 
 

 

Prof. Ulf Schindel (FH Trier), one of the AKB founders, gave the introduction, followed 
by an historical view back to the modeling history at Siemens HL by Joerg Berkner 

 

  

Dedier Celi (ST) gave the first talk about model parameter scaling problems. Biswanath 
Senapati (AMS) described his modeling efforts for parasitic pnp’s. 
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1st day lunch 
 
 

 

A short sunny moment was used for this photo of the AKB 2007 participants. 

1st line, left to right: Harald Schmidt-Habich (Infineon), Thomas Zimmer (IMS), Elmar 
Gondro (Infineon), Joerg Berkner (Infineon, local organizer), Michael Schroeter (TUD), 
Hans-Marin Rein(special guest), Ulf Schindel (FH Trier), Hagen Wald (XFAB) 

2nd line, left to right: Biswanath Senapati (AMS), Dedier Celi (ST), Gerhard Fischer 
(IHP), Cornelia Thiele (Infineon), Christian Maier (Bosch), Juergen Wilhelmi (NXP), 
Ralf Reuter (Freescale), Peter Baureis (FH Wuerzburg), Zoltan Huszka (AMS), Axel 
Hammer (XFAB). 
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A HICUM model status presentation was given by Prof. Michael Schroeter (TUD). 
Cornelia Thiele (Infineon) presented her proposal to improve the Hicum L0 model. 

 
 

  
 
 

  

Gerhard Fischer (IHP Frankfurt) talked about stress investigation results.  

Peter Baureis (FH Wuerzburg), a new member in the AKB, presented Avalanche 
Breakdown results for GaInP/GaAs HBT’s 
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Interested listeners and … 

  

and many detailed discussions have been typical again for the AKB 

  

Day 1 was finished with a dinner in the restaurant “Althaching” in Unterhaching 
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Day 2 started with presentations by Thomas Zimmer (IMS Bordeaux, about Ge profile 
and ft), Clemens Schoenbein (Infineon, about Bandgap measurement and simulation 
results) and Wolfgang Kraus (Atmel, about Band gap statistical simulation results) 

 

  

Elmar Gondro (Infineon) described the way, how the statistical simulation for a power 
technology is realized at Infineon. Hagen Wald (new AKB member for XFAB) 

compared different ways of integrated resistor modeling. 

 

  
Again, detailed discussions have been made on day 2. Right hand side: our special 

guest, Prof. Hans-Martin Rein 
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Not really artful, but useful during discussions 
 

 

End of the 20 years anniversary AKB 2007 in Munich. It was an interesting two day 
event, spending new ideas for all of the members. 


